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Wireless challenges

Hard-to-model problems

Computational infeasibility of 
optimal solution

Efficient modem parameter 
optimization 

Dealing with non-linearity

DNN strengths

Determining appropriate 
representations for hard-to-
model problems

Finding near-ideal and 
computationally realizable 
solutions

Modeling non-linear functions

Applying deep learning to solve difficult wireless challenges
Deep wireless domain knowledge is required to optimally use deep learning capabilities

Deep learning enhanced 
wireless communications
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Rel-18 study on Applicability of ML to NR air interface
RAN1 led study with RAN2/RAN3 component

• Joint ML operation between UEs and network can improve performance over non-data-driven approaches
• Performance gains in spectral efficiency, RS overhead, device power efficiency, positioning accuracy, etc.
• A standardized framework for ML over 5G NR air interface will also ensure long term evolution potential for NR

• Expected outcome: ML study of each use case leading to identification of specification candidates, standardized 
framework, new metric/signaling/procedure/measurement

Confidential and Proprietary — Qualcomm Technologies, Inc. and/or its affiliated companies.

• Study Areas: framework [RAN 1/2/3]

◦ Evaluation Methodology [RAN1]

◦ Signaling and measurement procedures [RAN1/2]

◦ Procedures for device AI/ML [RAN2/3]

• Model management; federated/reinforcement learning; 
model provisioning, configuration, and inference

• Standardized data storage and access, registration, 
discovery, request and subscription [Covered by 
ongoing RAN3 AI/ML]

• Study areas: topics [RAN1/2]

◦ CSF

◦ Link prediction

◦ RS overhead reduction

◦ Beam management

◦ Positioning

◦ Sensor fusion for wireless

◦ Interference management

◦ [HARQ]



4Source sample text

ML-based CSI and RRM

ML-based CSF

Neural network framework for CSI on non-linear temporal encoding & decoding

Encoder
at the device

Decoder
at the base station

Data or 
control 
channel

Downlink 
channel 

estimates
CSI 

encoder

Data or 
control 
channel

Reconstructed 
downlink channel 

estimates

CSI 
decoder

• Improve Type I and Type II CSF (better and more 
flexible overhead/accuracy tradeoff) via spatial and 
temporal compression enabled by ML

• 3GPP study scope
◦ Eval methodology
◦ Performance
◦ Complexity and feasibility
◦ Signaling framework
◦ Model management
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ML-based advanced positioning

• ML-based enhancement of positioning algorithms
◦ ML-based measurement accuracy enhancement (UE based, UE assisted)
◦ Enhanced measurement reporting

• RF fingerprinting (UE-based, network-based)
◦ ML-based precise positioning for industrial applications

• Single-cell positioning

• Positioning under NLOS 
conditions

• ML for sensor and GNSS 
fusion

NN-based time-of-Arrival detection results
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ML based Air Interface Development for 5G

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030

5G R15 5G R16 5G R17 5G R18 5G R19 5G R20 . . .

Traffic characteristic of ML (OTT use cases)SA 1

SA 2 Enablers for Network Automation for 5G: New enhanced core 
network function for data collection and exposure

RAN 2/3
Data collection for SON/MDT
Study on NR QoE and optimization for diverse services

RAN 3 Functional framework and use cases for AI/ML in RAN

RAN 1/2/3/4 (?) ML based NR enhancements: m-MIMO, CSF, 
Beam Management, Positioning, Ch modeling, 
Intf. coordination, Shared spectrum, etc.

Note: timeline for 5G R18 onwards is not yet known.
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